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Abstract: Hungarian represents a particularly fruitful ground for exploring voicing assimilation. Although this topic has been extensively analysed, a contradiction can be observed between most phonological descriptions and acoustic-phonetics-based studies of voicing assimilation. Theoretical works suggest that this process in Hungarian speech is a purely regressive, obligatory and categorical phenomenon, but in practice divergent realisations can be observed. In the present paper three case studies of voicing assimilation are performed. CCC clusters, CC clusters interrupted by pause and partially voiced realisations were analysed. The results showed that in the first two cases the speech planning process and the degree of self-monitoring were the most influential factors, while the various concomitances of voicing and devoicing arising due to aerodynamic and articulatory reasons resulted in partially voiced realisations. The variability of the data confirms the hypothesis that Hungarian voicing assimilation is a gradient and sometimes only partly regressive process. Even if it operates mainly obligatorily, several factors can override it.
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades numerous studies have examined phonetic evidence for phonological processes (e.g., Barry 1992; Recasens–Pallarès
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An increasing number of phonetic studies have been focusing on neutralisation due to voicing assimilation, a phonological process by which one sound assumes the voicing feature of a neighbouring sound (Burton–Robblee 1997; Jansen–Toft 2002; Gow–Im 2004, etc.). In phonetic investigations of voicing assimilation, it is not only the question of whether it neutralises voicing contrasts that arises, but also that of the nature, direction and degree of assimilation. Hungarian offers particularly rich opportunities for exploring voicing assimilation.

Differences in speech styles result in differences in phonetic characteristics, both segmental and suprasegmental. Several models of coarticulation take speech styles into consideration as the source of one of the prime effects on realisations. In his H&H model, Lindblom (1990) discusses two modes of speech, hyper- and hypo-speech. He suggests that a sound (hence, a sequence of sounds) is never pronounced twice in the same way, for speech always varies along several continua such as context, loudness, rate of speech, speaking style and so on. Lindblom proposed that speakers continually monitor how clear their articulation should be in view of the information assumed to be shared by the speaker and the listener. We assume that spontaneous and read speech represent two different intervals of this H&H scale: reading aloud is usually located closer to maximally carefully articulated hyper-speech, while spontaneous speech variants are typical manifestations of hypo-speech. Therefore, dissimilarities can be observed in the phonetic characteristics of sounds (coarticulation, reduction, etc.). Also, these diverse speech styles involve dissimilarities in speech planning. In read speech, the speaker need not be concerned about higher level planning processes; he/she can spend more effort on articulation. As Levelt (1989, 259) wrote: “In reading, the speaker can rely heavily on the printed materials. Lexical retrieval and the building of syntactic constituents can be based largely on parsing of the visual input. Reading out is primarily a perceptual, phonological and articulatory task.” It does not require message planning and grammatical encoding. Spontaneous speech production, on the other hand, includes several consecutive and parallel cognitive processes; therefore articulation is necessarily far more automatic. In Levelt’s (1989) model, “grammatical encoding, form encoding, and articulating [...] are assumed to be automatic to a large degree. They are speedy and reflex-like, require very little attention, and can proceed in parallel” (op.cit., 28). Our hypothesis is therefore that the above-mentioned differences lead to dissimilarities in voicing assimilation between reading and spontaneous speech.

In suffixed forms, stem-final voiceless obstruents become voiced if the suffix begins with a voiced obstruent (1) and vice versa: stem-final voiced obstruents become voiceless if the suffix begins with a voiceless obstruent (2). The process also applies across a compound boundary, across a word boundary, and (theoretically) across any higher prosodic boundary as long as no pause intervenes (Siptár–Törkenczy 2000).

(1) Voicing

zsák [צaːk] ‘sack’ + ban [bɔn] ‘inessive’ → zsákban [ʒaːkban] ‘in (a) sack’

(2) Devoicing

kéz [keːz] ‘hand’ + től [tøːl] ‘ablative’ → kéztől [keːztøːl] ‘from (a) hand’

This regressive assimilation applies iteratively to affect more than one obstruent in a cluster: e.g., test-ben [tleʃbɛn] ‘body-inessive’ (Kenesel et al. 1998). Hungarian voicing assimilation is considered to be a postlexical, obligatory phonological rule that does not depend on speakers’ articulation rate. Sonorants do not participate in the process (Siptár–Törkenczy 2000).

There are three segments in Hungarian that behave asymmetrically with respect to voicing assimilation. /v/ undergoes devoicing (szível [ʃiːvɛl] ‘heart-ablative’) but does not trigger voicing (hatvan [ɔhɔvɛn] ‘sixty’). (For the “double-faced” phonological behaviour of /v/ see Kiss–Bárányi 2006.) On the contrary, /h/ (or /x/ according to the theoretical approach of Siptár–Törkenczy 2000) triggers devoicing (adhat [aθhɔt] ‘he may give’) but does not undergo voicing before an obstruent. Sonorant /j/ is realised as a palatal approximant in most cases (ajtó [ajtɔː] ‘door’). However, when preceded by a consonant and followed by a pause, it surfaces as a fricative, which is voiceless if preceded by a voiceless obstruent (kapj [kapʃ] ‘get-imperative’) and voiced after voiced obstruents (dobj [dɔbj] ‘throw-imperative’) and sonorants (féřj [feɾj] ‘husband’).
This means that when /j/ appears as an obstruent, it does not trigger regressive voicing assimilation, but it undergoes progressive voicing assimilation when preceded by an obstruent (Blaho 2008).

Several phonological accounts of Hungarian voicing assimilation can be found in the literature—besides the papers referred to above. Vago (1980) gave a complete description of Hungarian phonological processes (in an SPE-type binary feature model). Szigetvári’s (1998) study dealt with the status of the problematic /h/, /v/ and /j/, while Ritter (2000) applied a head-driven phonology approach to them. Jansen (2004) carried out a functional laboratory phonological analysis primarily in terms of the tenseness of the participating obstruents. His results show that Hungarian regressive voicing assimilation leads to incomplete neutralisation of [tense] distinctions in target sounds. Studies based on acoustic analyses of Hungarian voicing assimilation data are also consistent with each other in considering the nature of an ‘intermediate’ output of the assimilation process. Jansen and Toft (2002) argue that Hungarian voicing assimilation may be gradual. The analysis by Gow and Im (2004) yielded the result that Hungarian fricative voicing assimilation produces segments whose voicing is acoustically between those of voiced and voiceless fricatives. Kiss and Bárányi (2006) proposed a unified, surface-based functionalist analysis of the phonology of Hungarian v. Their analysis was grounded in the aerodynamics of v’s articulation as well as in the relative perceptibility of its contrast in various contexts.

The majority of earlier investigations were carried out on read material: single words, two-word sequences or sentences. Voicing assimilation in Hungarian spontaneous speech has been examined by Gósy (1999; 2002). Her studies focused on the voicing assimilation process at word boundaries in the case of pauses (in connection with activation processes of the mental lexicon). She found that if the pause between two words does not exceed 55 ms, voicing assimilation always takes place. If the pause exceeds 314 ms, the process does not apply. Between these two values the speech production mechanism is either able to activate voicing assimilation rules together with selecting the words, or fails to do so.

A contradiction can be observed between most phonological descriptions and acoustic-phonetics-based studies of voicing assimilation. Theoretical works (except for Vago 1980) suggest that this process is a purely regressive, obligatory and categorical phenomenon in Hungarian speech, regardless of juncture strength as long as no physical pause intervenes. However, in actual fact, divergent realisations can be observed (see the sources above).
In our former study (Bóna et al. 2008) three speaking styles (reading, interpreting and spontaneous) were compared with respect to the realisation of the voicing assimilation process. 10 Hungarian native speakers participated in the experiment. One of their tasks was to read aloud a 13-sentence-long newspaper text and 14 independent sentences. The other speech sample type was quasi-spontaneous or interpreted speech in which the participants had to relate the contents of a recorded text they had listened to. The third recording was that of spontaneous speech from discussions on various topics. All CC clusters (and only the two-member ones) both within words (C_1C_2) and across word boundaries (C_1#C_2) that were not interrupted by pauses of any length and consisted of voiced and voiceless obstruents (in any order) were examined acoustically. In 88.5% of the 1,190 CC clusters analysed, the process of voicing assimilation operated regularly. The irregular cases (11.5%) could be divided into four subgroups:

(i) The assimilation process did not operate at all in 3.1% of the corpus.
(ii) Voicing assimilation was progressive in 1.3% of the cases.
(iii) The output was partially voiced in 4.5% of the data.
(iv) C_1 deletion occurred in 2.6% of the cases.

The ratio of voicing and devoicing showed no difference: voicing took place regularly in 85.8% and devoicing in 89.3% of the relevant tokens. According to the results in terms of speech styles, major differences could be observed between read and spontaneous (including interpreted) speech.

From this work several questions have arisen that further analyses were designed to answer. The earlier study did not take into account CCC clusters in which two adjacent obstruents differed in voicing. In the present paper, we summarise the results of an analysis of such sequences. Also, CC clusters of two adjacent obstruents interrupted by pauses of any length (either within words or across word boundaries) were excluded from the former material. These are also examined in this paper, in which we interpret our results in comparison to Gósy’s (1999) data.

According to our former study, a partially voiced output was the most frequent realisation among the irregular ones. We found a great deal of inter-speaker variability in partially voiced realisations, which could be attributed to individual articulation properties. The present study analyses this type of voicing assimilation output on the basis of a much larger number of samples. The data confirm that Hungarian voicing assimilation is a gradient phenomenon.
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2. Material and method

The material of the present experiment was selected from the BEA Hungarian speech database ("BEA" stands for beszélt nyelvi adatbázis ‘spoken language data base’), recorded at the Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences under constant circumstances in an anechoic chamber (http://www.nytud.hu/databases/bea/index.html; for detailed technical parameters, see Gósy 2008). BEA’s material consists of several speech samples from various types of spontaneous speech, repetitions of stimuli, reading aloud, and conversations. The subjects are monolingual native speakers of standard Hungarian aged between 20 and 70 years.

For the present research, ten speakers’ material was selected. The five female and five male subjects were selected according to age and level of education. Their age ranged from 29 to 64 years. None of the participants had discernible uncorrected deficits in visual perception, speaking or hearing, nor did they have known reading difficulties. Reading and two types of spontaneous speech samples were used for analysis as follows.

One of the subjects’ tasks was reading aloud a 13-sentence-long newspaper text and 25 independent sentences, a total of 433-word speech material by speaker. The read subcorpus of our analysis consisted of these recordings. The time of reading aloud varied between 209.6 and 300.0 seconds, adding up to a total of 43.3 minutes.

The other speech sample types were quasi-spontaneous (interpreted) and spontaneous speech. In the first case, the participants had to relate the contents of a recorded text they had listened to, while in the second part an interview was carried out on several topics (basically on the subject’s job and hobbies). On the basis of the results of our earlier research on voicing assimilation in spontaneous speech, these spontaneous speech samples were handled together in the spontaneous subcorpus. The length of these samples was between 6.7 and 11.3 minutes, and they contained 638 to 1337 words. This subcorpus of 84.3 minutes of speech material consists of 10,717 words.

The material was analysed from three different points of view:

(i) CCC clusters in which two adjacent obstruents differ in voicing were analysed in terms of the order of the consonants, the position of clusters (within a word or across a word boundary), and the type of the third consonant (a sonorant or the obstruent $v$ that operates irregularly in terms of voicing assimilation). The output of the voicing assimilation
process was categorised, regarding also possible changes of the third consonant. Clusters that were interrupted by a pause were excluded from the material of this examination.

(ii) For $C_1C_2$ obstruent clusters that were interrupted by pauses of any length (either within words or across word boundaries), the type (silent, filled or combined) and duration (in milliseconds) of pauses were defined. The output of the voicing assimilation process was analysed in terms of whether it was realised regularly or not. It was also determined where (between what types/parts of words) the pause was found and what the reason of its appearance could be. For the possible explanation(s) we checked the narrow context including disfluency phenomena and always took the speaker’s own articulation characteristics or habits into consideration. When $C_2$ was voiceless, a pause between $C_1$ and $C_2$ was measured as such only if it exceeded 100 milliseconds to make sure that an occlusion phase was not considered to be a pause. For the same reason, the last 50-millisecond part of a “pause” preceding a stop release was not taken into account in the measurements.

(iii) Partially voiced output of voicing assimilation: we analysed $C_1(\#)C_2$ obstruent clusters not interrupted by a pause and realised ambiguously in terms of the voicing feature. The ratio of the voiced part was determined, and the tokens of voicing assimilation where the output was partially voiced were classified. Clusters that were interrupted by a pause or were combined with a third consonant were excluded from the material of this examination.

Voicing character was determined on the basis of subjective and objective evaluation of both spectrographic and oscillographic data. The presence of the voicing part on the spectrogram and the pulses detected by Praat were considered. Measurements were carried out manually. A consonant was considered as voiced if it contained a quasi-periodic signal in at least 80% of its duration. A consonant was considered as voiceless if it contained quasi-periodic signal in at most 20% of its duration. Between these values the consonant was evaluated as partially voiced (cf. Figure 1). The position of the voiced part(s) was not taken into consideration. The present study analyses the acoustic presence of vocal fold vibration on the basis of waveforms and spectrograms, and does not take other acoustic cues for voicing like duration of the consonants or that of the preceding vowel into consideration. However, these properties could raise further questions (cf., e.g., Jansen 2004), and are to be analysed in further investigations.
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Fig. 1
Oscillogram and spectrogram of the sequence [ɾʒpi] from the words
téljes bizonyossággal ‘with absolute certainty’

Samples in which creaky voice or any kind of “noise” (laugh, back-channel signal) was detected were excluded from the analysis. The results were analysed in terms of speech styles to see whether they differ between reading and spontaneous speech. For the acoustic analysis, Praat 5.0 (Boersma–Weenink 2005) was used and statistical analyses (independent samples t-test and one-way ANOVA) were carried out using SPSS 16.0.

3. Results

3.1. CCC clusters
The written text contains five CCC clusters, meaning that a total of 50 occurrences were realised by the ten subjects in the read subcorpus. These clusters contain sonorants (n, r, j) or (irregular) v as third consonant. The cluster C\textsubscript{obstr1}C\textsubscript{obstr2} was preceded by the third consonant in two cases (szervezet\texttitreubbe ‘into our organism’, hazánkban ‘in our country’), while in three cases the third consonant followed the C\textsubscript{obstr1}C\textsubscript{obstr2} cluster (súlyosabb problémát ‘more severe problem-acc’, visszamaradt vegyi ‘residual chemical [material]’, azt jelenti ‘it means’). Therefore, the ratio of expected voicing and devoicing and the ratio of realisations appearing across a word boundary and within a word were the same (40 vs. 60%).

C\textsubscript{obstr1} was deleted in 13 tokens (26.0%) of the read data: szervezetőnbe, hazánban. In these occurrences it cannot be established whether voicing assimilation took place or not because the potentially assimilated sound cannot be detected acoustically.
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In 37 cases (74.0%) voicing assimilation took place regularly. In two of them the third consonant cannot be detected: [hzáqbon]. In three further tokens voicing assimilation did occur at the phonological level but \( C_{obstr2} \) did not appear on the surface: [sxjelenti]. In one case the assimilation operated (the result was voiceless in accordance with the rule) but the output was different from the expectations regarding the manner of articulation of the target sound: the process resulted in [sťsjelenti] instead of [stjelenti].

78 clusters were analysed in the spontaneous speech material. Voicing was expected in 12 tokens (15.4%), while devoicing would be regular in 66 occurrences (84.6%). Across word boundaries 57 realisations (73.1%) were found, within words 21 (26.9%) occurred.

The CCC clusters of spontaneous speech can be divided into two main groups. In the first one, the third consonant is not expected to influence the voicing assimilation process between \( C_{obstr1} \) and \( C_{obstr2} \), since it is a sonorant or \( v \) that does not trigger voicing. In the second group all the three consonants of the clusters are obstruents (excluding \( v \)), where regressive assimilation applies iteratively.

The third consonant was a sonorant (\( m, n, j, r \)) or \( v \) in 60 cases (76.9% of all spontaneous tokens). Considering these 60 cases to be 100%, in 56.7% of them (34 cases) the \( C_{obstr1}C_{obstr2} \) cluster was preceded by the third consonant: e.g., \( majd \; pedig \) ‘and then’, \( hareban \) ‘in fight’. In 43.3% (26 cases), the third consonant followed the \( C_{obstr1}C_{obstr2} \) cluster, e.g., \( azt \; jelentette \) ‘it meant’, \( megpróbál \) ‘(he) tries’.

Among these cases three tokens (5.0%) were observed where \( C_{obstr1} \) was deleted, therefore it could not be determined whether or not voicing assimilation took place: e.g., \( bonkban \) ‘in a bank’ realised as [bonbon], \( volt \; gyerekboromban \) [vol jerekbombon] ‘(there) was in my childhood’. These tokens can be considered outputs of fast cluster simplification (“an optional deletion process that targets consonants flanked by consonants, i.e., it deletes the middle one of a sequence of three consonants” in fast speech; cf. Siptár–Törkenczy 2000, 293).

49 occurrences (81.7%) were regular in terms of voicing assimilation. All three consonants were realised as expected in 38 tokens (77.6% of the 49 occurrences). Voicing assimilation applied regularly but \( C_{son} \) was deleted from \( pénztár \) [pćstar] ‘cash-desk’. In 9 cases (18.4%) \( C_{obstr2} \) was deleted, while \( C_{obstr1} \) became voiceless; e.g., \( azt \; nagyon \) [as nćojon] ‘this-acc very much’, \( azt \; megfizetni \) [as mćkfitcn] ‘to pay for that’, \( azt \; látod \) [as latod] ‘you can see that’. One more occurrence was found where
the output was different from the expectations regarding the manner of articulation of the target sound: *harcban* would be expected to be pronounced as [hɔrdzɔbɔn], but it was realised as [hɔrzɔbɔn].

Examples of the 8 (13.3%) irregular occurrences: *hangszer* realised as [hɔngsɛr] ‘instrument’, *mint dolgozó* [mɪnt dolgrozo] ‘as a worker’. In one of these cases, $C_{obstr2}$ disappeared before voicing assimilation had taken place: *az francia [az rɔnts'dʒɔ] ‘it is French’.

The second main group—where all the three consonants of the clusters are obstruents (excluding $v$)—contains 18 tokens (23.1% of all CCC clusters of the spontaneous subcorpus). In the occurrences of this group voicing assimilation applied mostly regularly (16 cases, i.e., 88.9%). Seven cases fulfilled the phonological expectations: $C_{obstr1}C_{obstr2}C_{obstr3}$ was realised, e.g., as *azt hogy [ɔst hɔj] ‘it-acc that’, *azt hitte [ɔst hit'tɛ] ‘(he) believed that’.

In eight cases $C_{obstr2}$ did not appear on the surface, while voicing assimilation took place, e.g., *azt fojjak [ɔst fojja:k] ‘they will’, *azt hogy [ɔst hɔj]. Two courses of events can be assumed in the background of these realisations. One possibility is that voicing assimilation progressed iteratively (from $C_{obstr3}$) and in a later phase $C_{obstr2}$ disappeared: /zth/ > /sθh/ > [sh]. As the other way leading to this output, it can be supposed that first fast cluster simplification deleted $C_{obstr2}$, then $C_{obstr3}$ triggered the assimilation of the voicing feature of $C_{obstr1}$: /zθh/ > /zθh/ > [sh]. In one token of this subgroup, one more step was taken: *azt hiszem ‘I think’ realised as [ɔsɛzem] with deletion of the $h$, which can be explained by the very frequent occurrence of this phrase as a discourse marker. $C_{obstr3}$ also disappeared in another token: *azt hogy [ɔst ɔj].

The two remaining occurrences are: *azt gondolom ‘I think’ realised as [ɔs ɡɔndolom], *azt befjeztem [ɔs bɛfjeztem] ‘I have finished it’, where iterative voicing triggered by $C_{obstr3}$ was expected, yet voicing assimilation applied only between $C_{obstr2}$ and $C_{obstr1}$, and then $C_{obstr2}$ was deleted. Therefore these clusters are irregular in terms of voicing assimilation.

3.2. CC clusters interrupted by pause

Both read and spontaneous subcorpora contained $C_1C_2$ clusters consisting of voiced and voiceless obstruents (in any order) that were interrupted by a pause. In reading, 25 occurrences could be found; in the spontaneous material 64. It is obvious that different reasons can be found in the
background of this phenomenon in the case of reading and spontaneous speech because of the dissimilar speech planning processes. Therefore, in this case study, the separate analysis of $C_1C_2$ clusters of the two speech types is particularly important.

In reading aloud, voicing should have operated in 22 cases, while only 3 sites for devoicing were found. The length of pauses interrupting $C_1C_2$ clusters varied between 19 and 714 ms. All the pauses were silent as expected. The voicing assimilation process did not operate at all, with the single exception of a pause realised in 277 ms. This was the only case in the material where the pause occurred within a word, between a stem and an affix (szerekkből [szeregg | ből] ‘from materials’). The pause could be caused by a slip of the tongue or reading uncertainty, where voicing was encoded successfully from the visual information of $b$ but the reader was not certain in the continuation. The ratio of categories of $C_1[pause]C_2$ realisations in reading aloud can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

The ratio of categories of $C_1[pause]C_2$ realisations in reading aloud

In 15 cases out of the 24 where the assimilation did not operate, the pause occurred between words which were separated by a comma in the written text (being parts of an enumeration): zavarokat, daganatos [megbetege déséket] ‘problems-acc, [cases-acc] of tumour’; zöldségek, gyümölcsök ‘vegetables, fruits’. In these occurrences, phrasing overrode the operation of the phonological process. The length of these pauses varied between 45 and 714 ms; the mean was 286.3 ms, SD was 148.5 ms.

It is unambiguously the case that another eight instances of non-assimilation were caused by hyperarticulation: amelyeket gyámúltlanul
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'which-acc unsuspecting', *gyerek bűkfencezni* ‘children to tumble’, *kalauz szigorúan* ‘controller strictly’. Hyperarticulation was extremely strong in one item where the female speaker inserted a schwa between $C_1$ and $C_2$: *kalauz* [pause 47 ms] *szigorúan*. Pause duration ranged from 19 to 120 ms. The average was 71.6 ms, SD was 26.5 ms. The peculiar differences of pause duration between phrasing and hyperarticulation (despite of some overlapping) can be seen in Figure 3.

One case where a 497 ms pause was realised in *tulipánágyások gyomlásával* ‘by weeding of tulip beds’ probably originated in the 64-year old speaker’s temporary reading difficulty.

In BEA’s written texts the number of potential CC voicing assimilation sites is 48, of which 15 crosses word boundaries (8 in the isolated sentences, 7 in the coherent text). The data show that speakers mostly apply the phonological rule in these cases without pausing. If we compare the 24 actual occurrences to the 150 potential sites of the 10 speakers, this means that only 16.0% of $C_1\#C_2$ clusters were realised with a pause. Nevertheless, in all the cases where pause occurred at a word boundary, it blocked the operation of the voicing assimilation process independently of the duration of the pause. Considering the subjects one by one, this
happened at least once but at most four times in any given speaker’s read speech material.

All of the 64 $C_1$[pause]$C_2$ data of the spontaneous subcorpus occurred at word boundaries. There were 1.3 sites for voicing assimilation per minute in general across word boundaries interrupted by a pause of any length. This means that almost every fifth $C_1$#$C_2$ cluster was interrupted by a pause.

At $C_1$[pause]$C_2$ sites, voicing assimilation worked in 11 cases (17.2%), while it did not take place in 53 cases (82.8%). The number of possible devoicing significantly exceeds the number of possible voicing. 47 clusters were found in which devoicing was expected, but regular voicing assimilation took place in only 11 of them (23.4%). In the material 17 clusters were annotated where voicing was expected. All of them were realised with non-application of the phonological rule because of the pause that appeared between $C_1$ and $C_2$. The ratio of categories of $C_1$[pause]$C_2$ realisations in spontaneous speech can be seen in Figure 4.

Pause duration in the occurrences of regular devoicing ranged between 105 and 767 ms, the average was 328.8 ms, SD was 146.9 ms. In several cases of this type of realisations, the question arises whether the voiceless output really originates from the regular voicing assimilation process. Consider the token with the longest pause: the speaker repeated the conjunction ‘that’ (hogy . . . hogy [hoc | ho]), and stopped between the two occurrences gaining some time for speech planning. Repetition and pause.
are both considered disfluency phenomena that help the speaker find out how to continue the utterance. The same strategy can be observed in the example where the second longest pause (501 ms) appeared. Between the words hogy . . . felismerik [hoc | feli\(\text{\textit{sm}}\)\text{\textit{e}}rik] ‘that (he) will be recognised’ a combined pause can be detected: a 285 ms silent pause followed by a 216 ms schwa hesitation (filled pause). While silent pause is multifunctional (it can be used in a rhetoric function, or to allow time for breathing, but also to help the planning process, self-monitoring etc.), hesitation is generally considered a sign of disharmony in terms of speech planning (cf. Gósy 2005). So the following question arises: If the speaker does not know how to continue the utterance, why would he/she apply a regressive assimilation rule? Therefore it can be assumed that in fact it was not a voicing assimilation process but phrase/word-final devoicing that took place in these (and some other?) cases.

Word-final devoicing (a process by which contrasts between voiced and voiceless obstruents are neutralised in word-final position in favour of the voiceless member) is not considered operative in the Hungarian phonological system (see, e.g., Szigetvári 1998); however, it can be an individual articulation habit (as a consequence of certain aerodynamic effects). Our data are rather diverse so neither voicing assimilation nor word-final devoicing can be unambiguously proven case by case. Nevertheless, three facts should be noted. First, regular voicing was not found among the \(C_1[\text{pause}]C_2\) data at all. Second, the 11 regular devoicing occurrences appeared in only 5 speakers’ records, and 5 occurrences were documented in the same subject’s speech. Finally, in our earlier study, for the 1,190 \(C_1C_2\) realisations of the whole corpus (including \(C_1\#\text{pause}\)\(C_2\) ones) the ratio of voicing and devoicing showed no difference: voicing took place regularly in 85.8% and devoicing in 89.3% of the tokens (Bóna et al. 2008). Hence it is not likely that voicing assimilation alone explains the asymmetry of the data in the present case.

In cases where the voicing assimilation process was cancelled (independently of the voicing/devoicing direction), the pauses ranged from 57 to 2245 ms, their mean was 585.2 ms, SD was 321.7 ms. When voicing assimilation took place, the average of pause duration was 328.8 ms (SD was 146.9 ms, data ranged between 105 and 767 ms). Figure 5 shows the distribution of pause durations in two types of realisations: where voicing assimilation operated and where did not. The independent samples t-test shows significant difference between these groups: \(t(62) = -1.991; p = 0.051\).
A planning difficulty was supposed to be the reason of cancelled voicing assimilation in 34 cases (64.2%) out of 53 due to some type of disfluency phenomenon. In 25 occurrences, schwa hesitation (21 times combined with silent pause), 5 times filler words, twice vowel lengthening, once a restart and once an incomplete sentence were documented. (Of course, planning difficulties could be assumed in the background of other occurrences as well, but no disfluency phenomena confirmed this assumption in other cases.) The pauses associated with this type of realisations ranged between 146 and 2245 ms, 714.7 ms on average, where SD was 359.9 ms.

In 10 further cases (18.9%) phrasing resulted in a pause, overriding the voicing assimilation rule. Pauses were shorter in these occurrences: they varied between 57 and 703 ms, their mean was 364.9 ms and SD was 156.4 ms.

On the basis of the surface structure of the remaining 9 (17.0%) \( C_1[pause]C_2 \) tokens and their context, it is not clear what type of process cancelled voicing assimilation there. Of course, it could be supposed that some speech planning uncertainty resulted in these realisations even if its traces cannot be observed on the surface. At the same time, these pauses are shorter than those unambiguously associated with planning difficulties. Their duration was measured as 98 to 730 ms, 341.0 ms on average, and with 160 ms SD. Nevertheless, in the earlier study, in the total corpus
of 1,190 obstruent clusters analysed, 37 realisations (3.1%) were found in which voicing assimilation did not take place at all, although the sequence of obstruents was not interrupted by pause. This means that the cancellation of voicing assimilation is not necessarily caused by a pause. It should also be noted that 5 of these 9 occurrences appeared in the same speaker’s production, who also relatively often cancelled voicing assimilation in $C_1C_2$ clusters without pausing.

Figure 6 shows that pauses caused by phrasing are remarkably shorter than those originating in some kind of planning difficulty. According to the boxplot, realisations that could not be connected to a certain process are similar to the phrasing data. ANOVA results show that the variance of the groups is significant: $F(2, 50) = 4.785; p = 0.013$.

![Boxplot showing pause durations between $C_1$ and $C_2$ in cases of cancelled voicing assimilation in spontaneous speech: phrasing, planning difficulty, and undefined reason.](image)

**Fig. 6**

The range of pause durations between $C_1$ and $C_2$ in cases of cancelled voicing assimilation in spontaneous speech: phrasing, planning difficulty, and undefined reason

### 3.3. Partially voiced output of voicing assimilation

346 realisations were found (91 in reading and 255 in spontaneous speech) where at least one of the occurring sounds was partially voiced. During the analysis of the data, a large difference has been experienced between
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cases in which voicing would be the regular process, and those ones in which devoicing would be expected.

The distribution of the 91 partially voiced tokens in the reading data was as follows: 51.6% (47) of the cases were expected as devoicing and 48.4% (44) of the occurrences were expected as voicing. The ratio of between- and within-word clusters was approximately equal. 55.3% (25 cases) of the devoicing and 55.8% (26 cases) of the voicing sites were found in within-word clusters, and the remaining 44.7% (21 cases) of the devoicing sites and 44.2% (20 cases) of the voicing sites were found in word boundary clusters. Among the partially voiced clusters in the reading task, six types of realisations were found that can be classified into three major groups.

The results of the devoicing sites in the read speech samples showed the following distribution. In the first major group, \( \text{C}_1 \) was partially voiced—this type occurred in 37 cases (78.7% of the tokens). In all of these cases \( \text{C}_2 \) was unchanged, e.g., \( \overline{\text{ü}g\text{y}fe\text{l}e\text{k}\text{n}e}k \) [\( \overline{y}g\text{y}fe\text{l}e\text{k}\text{n}e \)] ‘for clients’ (1a in Figure 8, p. 233). This means that voicing assimilation operated partially on \( \text{C}_1 \).

In the second major group of devoicing, \( \text{C}_2 \) was partially voiced. 6 tokens (12.8% of the cases) were realised in this way. In these cases, \( \text{C}_1 \) changed its voicing character entirely, e.g., \( \text{o}k\text{o}z\text{hatn}a\text{k} \) [\( \text{o}k\text{o}z\text{ha}t\text{n}a\text{k} \)] ‘they can cause’ (2a in Figure 8). Assimilation must have operated in a regressive manner here, but the beginning of voicing may have been anticipated during the production of \( \text{C}_2 \), resulting from a relatively early start of voicing for the following vowel.

The third major group of devoicing includes two subtypes of realisation. In these cases the realisation consists of one or two sounds as expected, but (both of) the sound(s) are/is partially voiced. 4 tokens (8.5% of all devoicing sites) were realised in this way. In 3 cases \( \text{C}_1 \) and \( \text{C}_2 \) differed in at least two distinctive features, the output therefore consisted of two different partially voiced consonant realisations, e.g., \( \overline{t\text{ö}b\text{b}}\text{\ h\text{é}t}e\text{n} \) [\( \overline{t}b\text{\ h\text{é}t}e\text{n} \)] ‘several weeks-superessive’ (3d in Figure 8). In this subtype of realisations, the voicing of the adjacent sounds may have affected the voicing of the consonants analysed. The remaining one occurrence was realised in one long partially voiced sound (3a in Figure 8) affected perhaps by a physical constraint of devoicing arising due to aerodynamic and articulatory reasons (see, e.g., Shadle 1997; Stevens 1998): \( \overline{\text{k}\text{a}l\text{a}u\text{z}}\text{\ ssig}\text{\ o}r\text{\ u}\text{\ an} \) [\( \text{k}\text{a}l\text{a}u\text{z}\text{\ s}g\text{\ o}r\text{\ u}\text{\ an} \)]. This phenomenon may appear only in clusters where the two phonemes differ only in terms of voicing, and after...
regular regressive assimilation the expected form would be realised as one long sound.

The 44 voicing sites of the read speech samples were realised as follows. In the first major group $C_1$ was partially voiced in 13 cases (29.5%). These occurrences could be sorted into two subgroups: in 4 cases (30.8% of the 13 tokens) $C_2$ was unchanged in its voicing, e.g., *gyermek* $\textit{bukfencezni} \ [\textit{gyermek} \textit{bukfentészni}]$ (1a in Figure 8). In 9 cases (69.2%) $C_2$ changed its voicing character unexpectedly, e.g., *túlzás* $\textit{ba} \ [\textit{túlz} \textit{á} \textit{ba}]$ ‘exaggeration-illative’ (1b in Figure 8). In the first realisation subtype, the assimilation may have acted partially, in the second subtype several factors may have arisen. Either the assimilation operated in a regressive and progressive manner as well, but a physical constraint of devoicing intervened (and was balanced off later during the articulation), or the reader carried out the assimilation only later, due to some reading difficulty, for example.

In the second major group, where $C_2$ was partially voiced, 25 tokens (56.08% of the 44 cases) of all voicing sites of the readings were included. This major group consists of two subgroups. In 11 cases, $C_1$ changed its voicing character, e.g., *teljes* $\textit{bízonyossággal} \ [\textit{teljes} \textit{bízonyos} \textit{ fogal}]$ (44.0% of the 25 cases) (2a in Figure 8). This means that in these cases the assimilation operated, but the physical/aerodynamic-articulatory constraint of devoicing might have acted as well. In the second subtype of this group, $C_1$ was deleted, e.g., *boltóban* [bólto\textit{b}an] ‘in shops’ or *zöldségek, gyümölcsök* [zől\textit{dí}g\textit{e}k, gyüm\textit{öl}\textit{c}ök] (2b in Figure 8). This realisation type occurred 14 times (56.0% of the 25 cases). In these cases we cannot decide whether the assimilation operated or not. $C_2$ might be partially voiced again due to the physical constraint.

Again, the third major group includes two subtypes of realisations. In these 6 cases (13.6%) the realisations consist of one or two sounds as expected, but (both of) the sound(s) are/is partially voiced. In four cases both heterorganic consonants were realised partially voiced, e.g., *házartásban* [házart\textit{ás}ban] ‘in household’ (3d in Figure 8). Two other occurrences consisted of one long partially voiced sound: e.g., *zavarokat, daganatos* [zavar\textit{ók} \textit{daganat}](3a in Figure 8). In both subtypes the physical constraint of devoicing may have acted. In cases where two heterorganic consonants appeared, a partially balancing articulation may have caused the partially voiced character of the second consonant.

In the spontaneous speech data 255 partially voiced clusters were found. Most of them (224 tokens, 87.8% of the cases) were expected
to be devoicing and the remaining 31 tokens (12.2%) were expected to result in voicing. 141 cases out of the 224 devoicing tokens were found in within-word clusters (62.9% of the tokens) and 83 cases (37.1%) were in between-word clusters. The voicing sites showed a reverse tendency. 10 out of the 31 cases (32.3%) were found in within-word clusters, while 21 cases (67.7%) in between-word clusters. The realisation types could be grouped into three major groups again, in terms of which sound was partially voiced.

In the case of the devoicing sites of the spontaneous speech samples, the distribution of the realisations was as follows. The first major group included 183 occurrences (81.7% of the 255 cases), where $C_1$ was partially voiced. The three subtypes were sorted on the basis of the realisation of $C_2$. $C_2$ was unchanged in voicing 164 times (89.6% of the 183 cases) (1a in Figure 8), e.g., *hogyha* [hogo] ‘if’ or *egy filmet* [efilmet] ‘a film-acc’. In these cases assimilation may have partially applied. $C_2$ was deleted 17 times (9.3%) (1c in Figure 8), e.g., *biztos* [bizo] ‘sure’. In this subtype either the assimilation operated partially or an articulatory constraint caused the occurrence of the partially voiced consonant. $C_2$ changed its voicing twice (1.1% of the cases) (1b in Figure 8): *úgyhogy* [ughoj] ‘so’. In these two cases the second consonant was /h/. This phoneme may be realised voiced in some contexts, but mostly between two vowels (Gósy 2005). In these cases, it was perhaps the voicing of the preceding phonemes and the following vowel that might have resulted in voiced realisation.

In cases where only $C_2$ was partially voiced (22 cases, 9.8% of the devoicing tokens) two minor groups were found. In the first subgroup, the voicing of $C_1$ changed (2a in Figure 8), e.g., *úgyhogy* [ughoj]. In the first subtype of this group the assimilation may have operated, while a partially progressive effect, and in the case of /h/ the formerly mentioned effect of the following vowel, might have acted as well again. This subgroup consisted of 11 tokens (50.0% of the 22 cases). 11 times (50.0%) $C_1$ was deleted (2b in Figure 8), e.g., *egy kicsit* [egifit] ‘a little-acc’. In the second subtype the devoicing constraint is supposed to have operated.

The third major group included 19 cases (8.5% of the tokens) from the devoicing clusters. These realisations could be sorted into four subtypes. In three cases (15.8% of the tokens), one long partially voiced sound occurred with a differing manner or place of articulation from the two phonemes (3b in Figure 8), e.g., *nagyszerű* [nöd¿r] ‘cool, great’. The second subgroup includes the realisations where one long sound oc-
curs (where the two neighbouring phonemes differ only in voicing) (3a in Figure 8), e.g., t̝~d̝uk [t̝ud̝uk] ‘we knew’ or m̝eg k̝at̝ona [m̝egk̝aton̝a] ‘and soldier’. This type of realisations appeared 6 times (31.6% of the 19 tokens). In these two subtypes the assimilation may have operated partially. The third subtype consisted of two partially voiced sounds (3d in Figure 8), e.g., h̝ogyha [h̝ogy̝fa]. Five tokens of the devoicing sites (26.3% of the cases) belonged to this subgroup. In four of these realisations the second consonant was /h/. In these clusters the above-mentioned concomitances are supposed to have acted. In one case, C₂ is a /t/, where perhaps a progressive assimilation and the physical devoicing and the compensatory effort may have acted. Five times (26.3% of the 19 tokens) both consonants were realised but they could not be analysed separately, e.g., b̝íz̝tos [b̝íz̝tos]) (3c in Figure 8). In these cases, assimilation may have acted partially.

The 31 voicing clusters of the spontaneous speech data showed a somewhat different distribution. Only C₁ was partially voiced in 12 voicing sites (38.7% of the 31 cases). C₂ was unchanged in voicing only three times (25.0% of the cases) (1a in Figure 8), e.g., p̝iac̝e, d̝e [p̝i̝ad̝ez̝ de] ‘market, but’; C₂ changed its voicing 9 times (75.0% of the cases) (1b in Figure 8), e.g., é̝s b̝old̝og [é̝sz̝ b̝old̝og] ‘and happy’. In the first subgroup the assimilation may have operated partially on C₁, while in the second physical devoicing might have appeared. 14 cases were found where only C₂ was partially voiced (45.2% of the voicing tokens of the spontaneous subcorpus). In the first subgroup, the voicing of C₁ changed, e.g., k̝é̝pz̝ett [k̝ez̝ett] ‘educated’ (2a in Figure 8). In this subgroup the assimilation may have operated and the second consonant may have become partially voiced due to aerodynamic and articulatory factors. This subgroup included 8 tokens (57.1% of the 14 cases). In four cases (28.6% of the 14 tokens) C₁ was deleted (2b in Figure 8), e.g., fil̝mek̝ben [fil̝mek̝ben] ‘in films’. In these cases we cannot tell if assimilation operated or not. The second consonant may have become partially voiced for aerodynamic reasons. C₁ stayed unchanged twice (14.3% of the 14 cases), e.g., t̝ő̝r̝ök̝, d̝e [t̝ő̝r̝ök̝ de] ‘Turkish, but’ (2c in Figure 8). In these cases either progressive assimilation operated partially, or no assimilation occurred and the second consonant became partially voiced due to the aerodynamic factors referred to above.

In the third major group, where both consonants appeared partially voiced, five cases (16.1% of the 31 tokens) from the voicing clusters were found. Three tokens consisted of two different partially voiced sounds
(3d in Figure 8), e.g., robotból [robotbɒl] ‘from hard work’. In two cases (where the two neighbouring phonemes differed only in voicing) a single long sound was realised: szépbőr [seːbɔːr] ‘nice leather’) (3a in Figure 8). In the first case the assimilation may have operated but the constraint and the compensatory effort may have appeared at the same time; while in the second subtype the assimilation may have applied totally but the constraint acted as well.

4. **Discussion**

4.1. **CCC clusters**

Overall, 128 CCC clusters were found in the material: 50 in reading aloud and 78 in spontaneous speech. The most frequent tokens were ones in which the third consonant was a sonorant or v: 50 in the read and 60 in the spontaneous subcorpus. In both subcorpora, the clusters were realised regularly most of the time (cf. Figure 7), i.e., voicing assimilation took place as expected and all three consonants appeared on the surface. Both subcorpora contained realisations in which one of the phonemes was deleted; however, the ratio of these forms differed. The most salient difference is that the cancellation of voicing assimilation (no VA) was attested only in spontaneous speech (however, the subgroup of C₁ deletion was larger in reading than in spontaneous speech).

![Fig. 7](https://example.com/fig7.png)

The ratio of categories of CCC realisations (where the third consonant is a sonorant or v) in reading aloud (left) and spontaneous speech (right).
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Several cases were found in the read subcorpus where $C_{obstr}$ was deleted in a position preceded by a $C_{son}$. This type of occurrences is associated with casual and usually fast speech (cf. Siptár 1991), although our read material can be considered guarded speech on the basis of the subjects’ intention. The articulation tempo of utterances in which these deletions occurred ranged between 11.9 and 14.5 sound/s with a mean of 13.3 sound/s, which corresponds to the Hungarian normal tempo (Gósy 2004). Therefore, these occurrences could not be caused by speaking fast. It should also be noted that in these cases the obligatory assimilation of nasals in terms of place of articulation did not operate between /n/ and /b/, but rather between /n/ and the disappeared velar plosive: hazánkban [hazaŋbɒn] ‘in our country’, as opposed to a potential fast-speech version [haza:mɒn]—which, however, would be homophonous with hazámban ‘in my country’. So the lenited form preserves the original feature of velarity in order that the perceptual system can recognise the structure of the word. Since reading aloud is traditionally considered a formal speech style, and the subjects were not trained speakers/readers, the question arises whether the standard norm of reading is getting closer to colloquial/casual speech. This can be the subject of future research.

4.2. CC clusters interrupted by pauses

The comparison of results found in read and spontaneous speech shows that the planning processes operating in these two mechanisms produce similarities as well as divergences. The relatively frequent appearance of hyperarticulation and especially of phrasing in the read material convincingly supports that in this speech style the phonetic planning and articulation processes are conscious to a large extent. Meanwhile—quite expectedly—planning difficulty is the most frequent motivation of the appearance of pauses between $C_1$ and $C_2$ in spontaneous speech. Phrasing operates here, too, but its ratio is relatively small in comparison to planning-difficulty-motivated cases. It is also remarkable that in spontaneous speech it is far more frequent that the voicing assimilation process operates in spite of a pause between $C_1$ and $C_2$. This fact shows that voicing assimilation is a fairly automatic process of speech planning.

Pause duration data in cases of cancelled assimilation show that phrasing is carried out similarly in reading aloud and in spontaneous speech. Hyperarticulation was supposed to be realised only in reading
and indeed, in comparison to the categories of spontaneous data, similarities cannot be observed. Likewise, the pausing parameters of planning difficulties that emerged on the surface considerably differ from the other groups’ data. The last category of spontaneous material, where the reason of pausing and cancelled voicing assimilation could not be defined, is similar to the phrasing data. However, phrasing is associated with specific points of the syntactic-semantic structure, and these realisations do not fit into them (e.g., tovább | folyt ‘continued’, lesz | gépekre ‘will be given for machines’). We still consider the two most probable reasons of these cases to be (i) non-surfaced planning difficulties or (ii) the speaker’s individual articulation habits.

In the spontaneous speech material, the pauses of various durations between the words resulted in a lack of voicing assimilation in 82.8% of the cases. This is quite similar to Gósy’s (1999) 77.2% result. In that study she found that pause duration influences the activation of phonological coding: if the pause is shorter than 55 ms, voicing assimilation always operates, but if the length exceeds 314 ms, it never takes place. Among our spontaneous data the application of voicing assimilation was associated with the range of pause duration between 105 and 767 ms. The huge difference between Gósy’s cited data and the upper limit value found in our material confirms that the possibility of individual word-final devoicing should be taken into account. It is interesting, however, that in reading aloud voicing assimilation took place even in the case of a pause realised in 277 ms within a word. This occurrence suggests that, for example, a slip of the tongue can produce a relatively long pause while phonological encoding still results in the expected assimilation on the surface.

4.3. Partially voiced output of voicing assimilation

Among partially voiced occurrences 91 tokens (26.3% of the cases) appeared in the reading task and the remaining 255 (73.7%) in the spontaneous speech samples. Comparing the two speech styles the results show that (at least one) partially voiced consonant occurred at every 22nd (reading) or 25th (spontaneous speech) potential voicing assimilation site (consisting of two obstruents and interrupted by no pause). Since this difference seemed to be less marked than the effect of the expected type of the voicing assimilation, the results are to be discussed according to the latter distinction as well.
The three major groups of realisations showed a similar distribution for both assimilation types in reading and in spontaneous speech (Table 1). Three subtypes of realisations appeared only in spontaneous speech (Figure 8). These realisations appeared less than five times in all categories of assimilation and speech styles. The largest differences observed in the ratio of subtypes occurring in both speech styles are as follows. In the case of devoicing sites, the ratio of realisations where C\textsubscript{1} was assimilated regressively (as expected) but C\textsubscript{2} was partially voiced was higher than in the voicing sites. In both speech styles the ratio of these realisations was above 70% in the case of devoicing sites, while in the case of the voicing sites it stayed under 10% of all the clusters. C\textsubscript{1} deletion differed between the speech styles. In the read samples it was more frequent in the voicing clusters (above 30%, and no deletion was found in the devoicing clusters), while in the spontaneous speech samples the devoicing clusters showed
more C1-deletion (12.9 vs. 4.9%). The subtype where C1 was assimilated but C2 was partially voiced was more frequent among the voicing clusters in both speech styles (reading: 25% vs. 12.8%, spontaneous: 25.8% vs. 4.9%)

Table 1
The ratio of the major groups of the realisation types in reading and spontaneous speech by both the devoicing and voicing types of assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spontaneous</th>
<th></th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devoicing</td>
<td>Voicing</td>
<td>Devoicing</td>
<td>Voicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 partially voiced</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 partially voiced</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1,C2 partially voiced</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9
Frequency of partially voiced realisations: inter- and intraspeaker differences

The frequency of partially voiced realisations showed relatively high inter- and intraspeaker differences as well (Figure 9). Regarding the speakers individually, the mean frequency was 22.0% in the read speech samples with an SD of 8.7%, while in the spontaneous samples this mean was 22.9% with 6.3% SD considering all possible voicing assimilation sites (where the cluster consisted of two obstruents and was not interrupted by any length of pause). Intraspeaker differences between the speech styles were also considerable. The highest difference was found for speaker 4:
only 12.5% of his read clusters were realised partially voiced, but in his spontaneous speech more than twice as many: 29.7% of the clusters included at least one partially voiced sound. In half of the speakers it was reading, in the other half it was spontaneous speech that more frequently contained partially voiced realisations.

70.0% of the partially voiced sounds (238 cases out of 340) showed a voiced part ratio shorter than 40% (but longer than 20%) of the total sound duration. Therefore we submitted the distribution of these cases to analysis (Figure 10). The ratio of these occurrences was expected to be smaller in the case of voicing sites as a result of an articulatory constraint. If the voiced part of C₁ is between 20 and 40% in voicing sites, this possibly means that the assimilation did not take place. In reading, the frequency of this kind of realisation is approximately 50%, whereas in spontaneous speech approximately 40% of all the voicing cases belonged to this category. On the contrary, if in cases of expected voicing the voiced part of C₂ is between 20 and 40%, this may mean that voicing assimilation acts in a progressive manner (as well). In reading, these cases reached approximately 20%; in spontaneous speech they exceeded 50% of all voicing cases. If the voiced part of C₁ is between 20 and 40% at devoicing sites, voicing assimilation must have applied. This happened in more than 70% of the cases in spontaneous speech, and in more than 50% in the read samples. If the voiced part of C₂ is between 20 and 40% at devoicing sites, progressive assimilation cannot be supposed, as we found in around 50% of the cases in both speech styles.

![Fig. 10](image)

Frequency of realisations with a voiced part between 20 and 40% regarding the type of assimilation, speech style, and the place of the consonant in the cluster.
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The results show that voicing and devoicing sites resulting in realisations including at least one partially voiced sound act differently in some respects, and speech styles differ in their realisations as well.

5. Concluding remarks

We suppose that the voicing assimilation dissimilarities of the two speech styles can be traced back to the differences of speech planning. During reading aloud, the speaker need not care about higher level planning processes. In speech production of this kind, macroplanning and some parts of microplanning are not involved (Levelt 1989). Since the subjects had time for reading over the text before reading it aloud, we can suppose that the production of the recorded speech was preceded by the interpretation of the text. Therefore, irregular outputs occurred in a higher ratio in spontaneous speech samples than in reading aloud. Phrasing overrode the operation of the phonological process in many cases in reading. On the other hand, some speech planning difficulty was the most frequent motivation of the appearance of pauses between $C_1$ and $C_2$ in spontaneous speech.

In some respects, considerable individual variation was observed. The assumption that word-final devoicing sporadically occurs in Hungarian speech can be supported by our data. The appearance of partially voiced realisations and its subtypes also varied across speakers. These results suggest that the voicing assimilation process can be an issue not only for phonological and phonetic research but also for psycho- and sociolinguistic studies and forensic phonetics.

In terms of partially voiced realisations, a large difference was found between the voicing and devoicing types of assimilation. This difference may result primarily from various articulatory concomitances like the interaction of voicing assimilation and the physical constraint of devoicing.

Regarding our starting assumption that spontaneous and read speech represent two different intervals of the H&H scale, the results suggest that reading aloud is really located closer to maximally carefully articulated hyper-speech than spontaneous speech is, see for example the relatively frequent appearance of hyperarticulation there. However, the standard norm of reading is probably getting closer to colloquial/casual speech, as the examples of fast cluster simplification showed. (Similarly, on the basis
of an analysis of Swedish TV-news, Torstensson (2004) concluded that reductions occur in scripted, carefully read newscast speech, too; however, the general impression of read speech is that it is close to the canonical forms.) Spontaneous speech variants nevertheless can be considered typical manifestations of hypo-speech—in various degrees.

The variability of the data confirms the scientific hypothesis that Hungarian voicing assimilation is a gradient and sometimes only partly regressive process. Even if it operates mainly obligatorily, several factors can override it. Hungarian voicing assimilation shows (among other things) some speech style dependent features.
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